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management. The cloud-based DatasiteOne deal-making platform is built on a
collaboration and seamless reviewer access that is critical to a deal’s success.
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Advanced security technology across the development, testing and operational stages ensures your
data roomPOSTURE
is secure now and in the future.
SECURITY

Merrill’s comprehensive security posture consists of three elements:

Aligning security functionality with industry best practices means your data room always contains the
latest
security capabilities
and updates.
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HIGH-ASSURANCE AUTHENTICATION
Two-factor authentication provides added assurance that only those to whom you grant access actually
DatasiteOne keeps project administrators in charge of access controls with an array
get into your deal.
of authentication and permission options, ensuring data security and deal control.
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1: 2018 Cost of Data Breach study. IBM and Ponemon Institute study.
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DATA SECURITY
DatasiteOne utilizes the latest best practices in cloud security in order to keep your project secure:

The Merrill DatasiteOne Difference

+ User information, application data and logs are stored and maintained separately.
+ Passwords treated with cryptographic hash algorithms.
+ Customer supplied files encrypted at-rest with AES 256-bit encryption and backed up according to a pre-defined schedule.
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Added functionality further secures your documents and data:
+ Fast Setup: Opportunities can arise quickly, and Merrill DatasiteOne is built for
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Endpoints protected with third-party security tools.
Ironclad Security: Your company’s information is too valuable to host on free, or low
Infrastructure and application penetration test conducted at regular intervals using an industry-recognized third-party.
cost, and generally less-secure file sharing services that are vulnerable to malicious
YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
Vulnerability scans conducted and tracked regularly.
SUCCESSFULLY NAVIGATING
intruders. Merrill adheres to best-in-class global security standards across the data
Perimeter defenses include reverse proxy and Microsoft’s proactive multi-layer network.
REGULATED INDUSTRY
security chain.
US and EU data centers ensure that project files are hosted only in those source regions.

+ Superior Search: Merrill DatasiteOne is built with sophisticated search technologies
HIGH AVAILABILITY
that swiftly pinpoint what you seek, no matter the format or file type.
High availability is monitored 24/7 through our global support organization and by our service providers. Availability guarantees are
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+ Advanced Q&A: Manage buyer groups through question limits and approvals,
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automatically route questions to the category experts, import and export data to
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+ Project log files are retained under exchange record-keeping requirements.
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is well-versed in a wide variety of deal types and available around the clock.
MERRILL’S COMMITMENT TO IRONCLAD SECURITY
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organization for deep risk management and strong governance ensuring that our customers’ current projects and future DatasiteOne
Comprehensive
audit reports, deal room archives, data removal, content transfer
applications
stay secure.
and storage options support a smooth transaction.
+ Product offerings have been ISO 27001 certified since 2008.
+ SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II attestation.
+ Our infrastructure provider is ISO 27001, SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II and FedRAMP certified.
+ All Merrill staff are subject to mandatory annual security training, including acknowledgment and NDA.
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you need, Merrill can help.
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